Distribution of Na+/I- symporter in thyroid cancers in an iodine-deficient population: an immunohistochemical study.
There are significant differences in the prevalence and behavior of differentiated thyroid cancers (DTC) in the iodine-deficient areas (IDA) and iodine-sufficient areas (ISA) of the world. The sodium iodide symporter (NIS), mediates active transport of iodide across the basolateral aspect of the thyroid follicular cell. However, no study had specifically addressed the issue of expression of sodium iodide symporter (NIS) in thyroid cancer specimens from IDA. The aim of the present study was to find an expression pattern of NIS in DTC in an iodine-deficient population, and to correlate it with histological subtypes, i.e., papillary carcinoma (PTC), follicular carcinoma (FTC), poorly differentiated carcinoma (PDTC), as well as with clinicopathological risk factors and iodine ((131)I) uptake by distant metastases. Immunohistochemistry was carried out in 39 cases of thyroid cancer (41 samples) including PTC (15), FTC (10), PDTC (9), anaplastic cancer (5), and resected metastases (2). Expression was correlated with the patient's age, sex, tumor size, presence or absence of extrathyroidal invasion, distant and lymph node metastases, and whole body radioiodine scan. Overall, 61.8% of DTC patients showed NIS expression. There was no significant difference in expression rate between PTC (73.3%) and FTC (70.0%). However, expression was significantly less in PDTC (33.3%). There was no correlation between NIS expression and any clinicopathological risk factor (p > .05). The results of NIS expression were not concordant with (131)I uptake by metastases in 4 of 10 cases. (131)I uptake was absent in one case despite the finding that a metastatic site itself showed NIS expression in that case, whereas in the remaining 9 cases (131)I uptake was present although three cases did not show NIS expression. In our experience, overall expression of NIS was comparable to other studies from ISA. We conclude that expression may not accurately predict radioactive iodine (RAI) uptake by metastases.